
“INTERLIGA-U12,U13”
Organizer Akademie FC Baník Ostrava, z.s. Bukovanského 4, 710 00 Slezská Ostrava
ID 02214270

Partner The city of Ostrava
Veolia

Starting categories U13 (year 2010 and younger) U12 (year 2011 and younger)
Each team will start with both categories

Game format U13 - number of players 10 + 1 goalkeeper and minimum number of players 8 + 1. team can play in exclusion
U12 - number of players 8 + 1 goalkeeper and minimum number of players 6 + 1. team can play in exclusion

Entry fee For participation in the year 22/23
EUR 200 is set for category U13
EUR 200 is set for category U12

Transport At the expense of the invited teams.

Introductory tournament system 6.8. - 7.8. to 27.8. - 28.8. the tournament is drawn into 3 groups of 5 teams
Each with each 2x20min

Evaluation of the introductory 
tournament

Matches of both categories U12 and U13 are added to the results
Victory - 3 points, draw - 1 point, loss - 0 points. (U12 and U13 always add up)

In case of equality of points, it 
decides.

1. Mutual match
2. Total score (difference in goals)
3. More goals scored
4. Proportion of scores from all matches (scored: received)
5. If the points of the three teams are equal, the mini-table decides

Division into the next phase of the 
competition

The first three from each group advance to the group at 1-9. place
The fourth and fifth of the group will play at 10-15. place

The home team provides Referee
Drinking regime
Playground with changing rooms

The main competition system Dates of matches - draw (groups 1-9th place and 10th-15th place)
Group on 1.-9. place. followed by 2 rounds each with each (a total of 12 rounds)
Group at 10.-15. place. followed by 2 rounds each with each other (10 rounds in total)
Each with each 2x30min

Competition evaluation 1. Mutual match
2. Total score (difference in goals)
3. More goals scored
4. Proportion of scores from all matches (scored: received)
5. If the points of the three teams are equal, the mini-table decides

The home team provides Referee
Drinking regime
Playground with changing rooms

Victory trophy Group winner 1.-9. will be invited to the tournament Baník CUP 2023 (costs will be covered by the Organizer of the FC Baník Ostrava Academy)
Group winner 10.-15. will be invited to the tournament Valachy CUP 2023 (costs will be covered by the Organizer of the FC Baník Ostrava Academy)

Rules According to UEFA football rules, substitution in a hawky way

Tournament organizer Roman Holiš
holis@fcb.cz
00420 773 146 230


